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Dennis L. Montgomery
Born July 9, 1953

Mena, Arkansas, U.S.

Residence Yarrow Point, Washington,U.S.

Nationality American

Occupation Software designer

Spouse(s) Brenda Kathleen Tate (m. 1974)

Children Brian Thomas Montgomery, b. 
1976
Steven Lee Montgomery, b.1979
Kathleen Ann Burgyan, b.1981

Dennis L. Montgomery
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Dennis Lee Montgomery (born 1953) is an American 
software designer and former medical technician credited 
with "bamboozling" federal officials into purchasing 
computer programs he claimed would decode secret Al Qaeda 
messages hidden in Al Jazeera broadcasts and identify 
terrorists based on predator drone videos.[1] A 2010 Playboy 
Magazine investigation called Montgomery, "The man who 
conned the Pentagon" winning millions in federal contracts 
for his terrorist exposing intelligence software.[2] The 
software was later exposed as an elaborate "hoax" and 
Montgomery's own lawyer Michael J. Flynn called him a 
"con artist" and "habitual liar engaged in fraud".[3]
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Education and career

Dennis Montgomery is a former medical technician originally from Mena, Arkansas. Montgomery attended 
Grossmont Community College where he received an Associate's degree in medical technology in 1973. He 
worked as a biomedical technician for San Diego area hospitals from 1973 to 1990 before becoming a computer 
software consultant. Montgomery was then employed at 3Net Systems, a financially struggling Sacramento-
based medical software company[4] until 1996. In 1998 he co-founded eTreppid Technologies with partner 
Warren Trepp to develop video compression and noise filtering software for the gaming and casino industries.[5]

Montgomery and Trepp evolved their offerings for military applications and in 2004 won a no-bid contract with 
the Department of Defense. Following a dispute over software ownership Montgomery was fired from eTreppid 
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in 2006 and formed a new venture with billionaire backers Edra and Tim Blixseth called OpSpring which was 
later renamed Blxware where he had the title of Chief Scientist.[6] Blxware was dissolved as part of the 
Blixseth's 2009 divorce and bankruptcy.[7]

Patents and software copyrights

Dennis Montgomery has applied for 11 and has been granted five patents for software and systems ranging from 
programs designed to gather data from casino gaming tables to his now infamous claimed terrorist message 
decoding system. All of his granted patents were assigned to eTreppid Technologies and later purchased by 
BLXware which went bankrupt in 2009. In addition, Montgomery has 13 U.S. copyrights filed for source code 
for work he performed at Barrett Laboratories and for ComputerMate, Inc. (3Net). Montgomery's remaining 
unassigned intellectual property patent applications (valued by Montgomery at $10 million)[8] were listed as 
assets against liabilities in his personal Chapter 7 bankruptcy in 2012. These patents and patent applications 
include:

◾ Optical encoding of audio data (http://www.google.com/patents/US7142778), patent granted 2006 
(assigned to eTreppid)

◾ System and method for managing memory in a surveillance system 
(http://www.google.com/patents/US7058771), patent granted 2006 (assigned to eTreppid)

◾ Method and apparatus for streaming data (http://www.google.com/patents/US7050583), patent granted 
2006 (assigned to eTreppid)

◾ Method and apparatus for detecting and reacting to occurrence of an event 
(http://www.google.com/patents/US7006666), patent granted 2006 (assigned to eTreppid)

◾ Method and apparatus for storing digital video content (http://www.google.com/patents/US6978047), 
patent granted 2005 (assigned to eTreppid)

◾ Data gathering for games of chance (http://www.google.com/patents/US20030096643), patent application 
2001

◾ System and method for generating alert conditions (http://www.google.com/patents/US20030095687), 
patent application 2001

◾ Method and apparatus for storing digital video content (http://www.google.com/patents/US20060098880), 
patent application 2005

◾ Method and system for size adaptation and storage minimization source noise 
(http://www.google.com/patents/US20030095180), patent application 2001

◾ Method and apparatus for encoding information using multiple passes 
(http://www.google.com/patents/US20020101932), patent application 2000

◾ Method and apparatus for determining patterns within adjacent blocks of data 
(http://www.google.com/patents/US20030081685), patent application 2001

◾ Copyrighted source code: for IBM personal computers: CORTEX software. V3536D631 2006-03-27 
(Assigned to Barrett Laboratories, Inc.)
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◾ Copyrighted source code: Computermate source code for Hewlett Packard model 87, blood gas analysis & 
6 other titles. V3536D581 2006-03-27 (Assigned to ComputerMate, Inc. (3Net))

◾ Copyrighted source code: MIND 1.0 ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY laboratory software for personal 
computers with source code. TX0002095009 / 1987-06-05 (Assigned to Barrett Laboratories, Inc.)

◾ Copyrighted source code: MIND 4.0 clinical software for IBM personal computers with source code. 
TX0002000234 / 1987-01-20 (Assigned to Barrett Laboratories, Inc.)

◾ Copyrighted source code: Computermate source code for Hewlett Packard model 85, blood gas analysis. 
TXu000098727 / 1982-06-03 (Assigned to Computermate, Inc. (3Net))

◾ Copyrighted source code: Computermate source code for Hewlett Packard model 85, blood gas quality 
control. TXu000098728 / 1982-06-03 (Assigned to Computermate, Inc. (3Net))

◾ Copryrighted source code: Computermate source code for Hewlett Packard model 87 blood gas analysis. 
TXu000098018 / 1982-05-28 (Assigned to Computermate, Inc. (3Net))

◾ Copyrighted source code: Computermate source code for Hewlett Packard model 87, blood gas quality 
control TXu000098731 / 1982-05-27 (Assigned to Computermate, Inc. (3Net))

◾ Copyrighted source code: MIND 1.0 microbiology laboratory software for personal computers with 
source code. TX0002083750 / 1987-06-04 (Assigned to Barrett Laboratories, Inc.)

◾ Copyrighted source code: MIND 3.0 clinical laboratory manual for IBM personal computer. 
TX0002034758 / 1987-01-15 (assigned to Barrett Laboratories, Inc.)

◾ Copyrighted source code: CORTEX source code for IBM personal computers. TX0001983147 / 1987-01-
16 (assigned to Barrett Laboratories, Inc.)

3Net Systems

While a corporate officer at 3Net Solutions Dennis Montgomery was successfully sued for sexual harassment[9]

and for which his company was found financially responsible.[10] This case was cited as precedent setting in 
California as mentioned in the article: Key Changes in Employment Law by Margaret J. Grover.[11]

During his tenure at 3Net Systems Dennis Montgomery served as a marketing consultant and then as vice 
president responsible for product delivery of FAILSAFE, a software product upon which the company based a 
$5 million stock offering.[12] The Securities and Exchange Commission later determined the FAILSAFE related 
offering claims were materially false and misleading to shareholders and issued a formal cease and desist order 
sanctioning the company for failing to disclose materially relevant inflated revenues claims.[13] While at 3Net 
Montgomery also wrote and filed copyright protections for software source code with 3Net affiliated company 
ComputerMate, Inc.

eTreppid Technologies, LLC

Montgomery became a partner to former Michael Milken junk bond trader Warren G. Trepp and investor 
Wayne Prim to develop and sell audio, video and data compression software under the banner eTreppid 
Technologies in 1998. As executive vice president and chief technology officer Montgomery led the company's 
efforts to promote software to government agencies associated with tracking terrorist activities. In 2004 
eTreppid was awarded a $30 million no-bid contract with United States Special Operations Command and was 
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ranked the 16th largest defense contractor that year, according to Aerospace Daily.[14] However, by 2006 the 
company and Montgomery faced federal investigations for fraud.[15] That same year Montgomery was found 
liable for sexual harassment in a suit brought by a former employee. Montgomery claims he was then "forced 
out" of eTreppid. He subsequently filed a civil suit[16] against the company asserting his ownership of the 
terrorist tracking software.[17] The court ruled that Montgomery was required to produce his terror tracking 
software code via discovery to eTreppid to determine ownership.[18] However, before turning over the code, 
Montgomery entered into a settlement agreement where his new employers Edra and Tim Blixseth agreed to pay 
eTreppid an undisclosed amount (later revealed in court documents to be $75 million) to relinquish all rights to 
the software to their newly formed partnership with Montgomery called BLXware.[19]

BLXware partnership

After his firing from eTreppid, Montgomery joined with Edra and Tim Blixseth to bring his alleged terrorist 
tracking software to other U.S. and foreign government clients. With the Blixseths and former presidential 
candidate Jack Kemp he helped formed OpSpring LLC later renamed BLXware. Via BLXware, Montgomery 
pursued selling his terror tracking software to the U.S. and Israel governments leveraging political connections 
of the Blixseth partnership.[20] BLXware’s owners Edra and Tim Blixseth divorced in 2008 and BLXware 
became part of Edra Blixseth’s sole property. She filed for personal bankruptcy in 2009 which resulted in a 
Chapter 7 dissolution of all her assets including BLXware and its associated software and intellectual property.
[21]

Offshore Limited D

During the Chapter 7 bankruptcy and dissolution of BLXware in 2009, Dennis Montgomery transferred various 
internet and software assets to a holding entity called Offshore Limited D and set up companies called Pacific 
Coast Innovations and Demaratech LLC computer software services with his son-in-law and former BLXware 
special projects coordinator Istvan Burgyan.[22][23] Under these entities he has begun to offer software related 
services for tracking submarines, mining data and medical device software via such brands as Harpoon™ 
submarine detection,[24] GeoVations geophysical data mining,[25] and LumaSkinz optical cloaking and 
camouflage technology.[26] OffShore Limited D also lost a domain dispute case for hosting several attack 
websites for which allegations of trademark violations[27] were raised and defended unsuccessfully by lawyers 
for Timothy Blixseth.[28]

Terrorist software hoax

According to the New York Times, Dennis Montgomery and his associates received more than $20 million in 
U.S. government contracts for software they claimed would help stop terrorist attacks on the United States. 
National Public Radio reported, "For several months starting in the fall of 2003, Montgomery's analysis led 
directly to national code orange security alerts and cancelled flights. The only problem: he was making it all 
up."[29]

Dennis Montgomery originally worked for Warren Trepp, a former top junk bond trader for Michael Milken, at 
eTreppid Technologies and later partnered with Yellowstone Club founders Edra and Tim Blixseth under the 
banner Blxware to solicit government contracts for his spy software. The Blixseth's were friends with former 
U.S. Representative and presidential candidate Jack Kemp who became a minority partner in the venture with 
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Montgomery. According to the New York Times, Mr. Kemp used his friendship with Vice President Dick 
Cheney to set up a meeting in 2006 at which Mr. Kemp, Mr. Montgomery and Ms. Blixseth met with a top Vice 
President Cheney adviser, Samantha Ravich, to talk about expanding the government's use of the software.[30]

Montgomery's software claims were reportedly responsible for a false terror alert which grounded international 
flights and caused Department of Homeland Security Secretary Tom Ridge to raise the government's security 
level.[31] In February 2006, the FBI and U.S. Air Force office of Special Investigations opened an economic 
espionage and theft of intellectual property investigation into Montgomery and Blxware.[32]

Nevada governor bribery scandal

During the run-up to the 2006 gubernatorial election, Dennis Montgomery accused gubernatorial candidate Jim 
Gibbons of accepting bribes while serving as a Member of Congress to help Montgomery's company eTreppid 
Technologies secure military contracts for his terrorist software. In court papers associated with a lawsuit 
between Montgomery and former business partner Warren Trepp, Montgomery accused Gibbons of accepting 
casino chips and $100,000 in cash from Trepp during a Caribbean cruise. Montgomery based his claims on 
Trepps' personal e-mails he says he accessed while working at eTreppid Technologies.[33] Gibbons lawyers 
claimed they had evidence Montgomery fabricated the emails [34] and presented computer expert evidence in 
trial that challenged the authenticity of Montgomery's alleged evidence.[35] An 18 month FBI investigation 
resulted in no charges and Gibbons being "cleared" of all charges by the Department of Justice. Similar reviews 
by the Nevada State Ethics Commission and U.S. House Ethics Committee also cleared Gibbons. The New 
York Times reported that Montgomery's employers at Blxware paid a $20 million settlement[36] to Warren Trepp 
as "compensation for certain allegations" made by Montgomery in the news media linked to the Gibbons bribery 
claims.[37]

Personal life

A 2003 U.S. Air Force investigation report revealed Montgomery suffered from gambling problems for which 
he borrowed $1.3 million from his then company eTreppid Technologies to pay back casino debts. In 2009 
Montgomery was arrested on criminal charges in Nevada for passing $1 million in bad checks to Las Vegas 
casinos.[38] Montgomery was represented in various lawsuits by attorney Michael Flynn until Flynn claimed he 
learned Montgomery's software was a "sham"[39] and who later sued and won a $628,000 judgment against 
Montgomery for failing to pay his legal fees.[40][41] Montgomery subsequently filed for Chapter 7 bankruptcy in 
California in 2009 listing his debts to Flynn, Harrah's Casino ($540,000), Caesars Casinos ($990,000) and other 
creditors totaling debts of more than $12,000,000.[42][43] In 2013 his former attorney Michael Flynn purchased all 
of Montgomery's bankruptcy-related debts, encumbrances, real estate and other assets. Montgomery is now a 
witness on behalf of Flynn representing Tim Blixseth against Credit Suisse and others in Blixseth's bankruptcy.
[44]

Prior to his bankruptcy filing Montgomery maintained multi-million dollar residences with his wife in Rancho 
Mirage, California, Reno, Nevada and Yarrow Point, Washington. In addition to the Nevada criminal complaint 
for passing bad checks, Montgomery had a federal criminal investigation into his software dealings delayed 
following an alleged unconstitutional search of his home by the FBI which Montgomery's attorney Michael 
Flynn claimed resulted in the firing of the head of the FBI Reno Office and an assistant U.S. Attorney in charge 
of the case. Federal officials denied the allegations and the case remains open pending resolution of related civil 
suits between Montgomery and his former employer eTreppid.[45]
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February 19, 2011

Hiding Details of Dubious Deal, U.S. Invokes National 
Security
By ERIC LICHTBLAU and JAMES RISEN

WASHINGTON — For eight years, government officials turned to Dennis Montgomery, a California computer programmer, for eye-
popping technology that he said could catch terrorists. Now, federal officials want nothing to do with him and are going to 
extraordinary lengths to ensure that his dealings with Washington stay secret. 

The Justice Department, which in the last few months has gotten protective orders from two federal judges keeping details of the 
technology out of court, says it is guarding state secrets that would threaten national security if disclosed. But others involved in the 
case say that what the government is trying to avoid is public embarrassment over evidence that Mr. Montgomery bamboozled federal 
officials. 

A onetime biomedical technician with a penchant for gambling, Mr. Montgomery is at the center of a tale that features terrorism scares, 
secret White House briefings, backing from prominent Republicans, backdoor deal-making and fantastic-sounding computer 
technology. 

Interviews with more than two dozen current and former officials and business associates and a review of documents show that Mr. 
Montgomery and his associates received more than $20 million in government contracts by claiming that software he had developed 
could help stop Al Qaeda’s next attack on the United States. But the technology appears to have been a hoax, and a series of government 
agencies, including the Central Intelligence Agency and the Air Force, repeatedly missed the warning signs, the records and interviews 
show. 

Mr. Montgomery’s former lawyer, Michael Flynn — who now describes Mr. Montgomery as a “con man” — says he believes that the 
administration has been shutting off scrutiny of Mr. Montgomery’s business for fear of revealing that the government has been duped. 

“The Justice Department is trying to cover this up,” Mr. Flynn said. “If this unravels, all of the evidence, all of the phony terror alerts 
and all the embarrassment comes up publicly, too. The government knew this technology was bogus, but these guys got paid millions 
for it.” 

Justice Department officials declined to discuss the government’s dealings with Mr. Montgomery, 57, who is in bankruptcy and living 
outside Palm Springs, Calif. Mr. Montgomery is about to go on trial in Las Vegas on unrelated charges of trying to pass $1.8 million in 
bad checks at casinos, but he has not been charged with wrongdoing in the federal contracts, nor has the government tried to get back 
any of the money it paid. He and his current lawyer declined to comment. 

The software he patented — which he claimed, among other things, could find terrorist plots hidden in broadcasts of the Arab network 
Al Jazeera; identify terrorists from Predator drone videos; and detect noise from hostile submarines — prompted an international false 
alarm that led President George W. Bush to order airliners to turn around over the Atlantic Ocean in 2003. 

The software led to dead ends in connection with a 2006 terrorism plot in Britain. And they were used by counterterrorism officials to 
respond to a bogus Somali terrorism plot on the day of President Obama’s inauguration, according to previously undisclosed 
documents. 

‘It Wasn’t Real’

“Dennis would always say, ‘My technology is real, and it’s worth a fortune,’ ” recounted Steve Crisman, a filmmaker who oversaw 
business operations for Mr. Montgomery and a partner until a few years ago. “In the end, I’m convinced it wasn’t real.” 

Government officials, with billions of dollars in new counterterrorism financing after Sept. 11, eagerly embraced the promise of new 
tools against militants. 

C.I.A. officials, though, came to believe that Mr. Montgomery’s technology was fake in 2003, but their conclusions apparently were not 
relayed to the military’s Special Operations Command, which had contracted with his firm. In 2006, F.B.I. investigators were told by co
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-workers of Mr. Montgomery that he had repeatedly doctored test results at presentations for government officials. But Mr. 
Montgomery still landed more business. 

In 2009, the Air Force approved a $3 million deal for his technology, even though a contracting officer acknowledged that other 
agencies were skeptical about the software, according to e-mails obtained by The New York Times. 

Hints of fraud by Mr. Montgomery, previously raised by Bloomberg Markets and Playboy, provide a cautionary tale about the pitfalls of 
government contracting. A Pentagon study in January found that it had paid $285 billion in three years to more than 120 contractors 
accused of fraud or wrongdoing. 

“We’ve seen so many folks with a really great idea, who truly believe their technology is a breakthrough, but it turns out not to be,” said 
Gen. Victor E. Renuart Jr. of the Air Force, who retired last year as the commander of the military’s Northern Command. Mr. 
Montgomery described himself a few years ago in a sworn court statement as a patriotic scientist who gave the government his software 
“to stop terrorist attacks and save American lives.” His alliance with the government, at least, would prove a boon to a small company,
eTreppidTechnologies, that he helped found in 1998. 

He and his partner — a Nevada investor, Warren Trepp, who had been a top trader for the junk-bond king Michael Milken — hoped to 
colorize movies by using a technology Mr. Montgomery claimed he had invented that identified patterns and isolated images. 
Hollywood had little interest, but in 2002, the company found other customers. 

With the help of Representative Jim Gibbons, a Republican who would become Nevada’s governor and was a longtime friend of Mr. 
Trepp’s, the company won the attention of intelligence officials in Washington. It did so with a remarkable claim: Mr. Montgomery had 
found coded messages hidden in broadcasts by Al Jazeera, and his technology could decipher them to identify specific threats. 

The software so excited C.I.A. officials that, for a few months at least, it was considered “the most important, most sensitive” 
intelligence tool the agency had, according to a former agency official, who like several others would speak only on the condition of 
anonymity because the technology was classified. ETreppid was soon awarded almost $10 million in contracts with the military’s 
Special Operations Command and the Air Force, which were interested in software that Mr. Montgomery promised could identify 
human and other targets from videos on Predator drones. 

In December 2003, Mr. Montgomery reported alarming news: hidden in the crawl bars broadcast by Al Jazeera, someone had planted 
information about specific American-bound flights from Britain, France and Mexico that were hijacking targets. 

C.I.A. officials rushed the information to Mr. Bush, who ordered those flights to be turned around or grounded before they could enter 
American airspace. 

“The intelligence people were telling us this was real and credible, and we had to do something to act on it,” recalled Asa Hutchinson, 
who oversaw federal aviation safety at the time. Senior administration officials even talked about shooting down planes identified as 
targets because they feared that supposed hijackers would use the planes to attack the United States, according to a former senior 
intelligence official who was at a meeting where the idea was discussed. The official later called the idea of firing on the planes “crazy.” 

French officials, upset that their planes were being grounded, commissioned a secret study concluding that the technology was a 
fabrication. Presented with the findings soon after the 2003 episode, Bush administration officials began to suspect that “we got 
played,” a former counterterrorism official said. 

The C.I.A. never did an assessment to determine how a ruse had turned into a full-blown international incident, officials said, nor was 
anyone held accountable. In fact, agency officials who oversaw the technology directorate — including Donald Kerr, who helped 
persuade George J. Tenet, then the director of central intelligence, that the software was credible — were promoted, former officials 
said. “Nobody was blamed,” a former C.I.A. official said. “They acted like it never happened.” 

After a bitter falling out between Mr. Montgomery and Mr. Trepp in 2006 led to a series of lawsuits, the F.B.I. and the Air Force sent 
investigators to eTreppid to look into accusations that Mr. Montgomery had stolen digital data from the company’s systems. In 
interviews, several employees claimed that Mr. Montgomery had manipulated tests in demonstrations with military officials to make it 
appear that his video recognition software had worked, according to government memorandums. The investigation collapsed, though, 
when a judge ruled that the F.B.I. had conducted an improper search of his home. 

Software and Secrets
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The litigation worried intelligence officials. The Bush administration declared that some classified details about the use of Mr. 
Montgomery’s software were a “state secret” that could cause grave harm if disclosed in court. In 2008, the government spent three 
days “scrubbing” the home computers of Mr. Montgomery’s lawyer of all references to the technology. And this past fall, federal judges 
in Montana and Nevada who are overseeing several of the lawsuits issued protective orders shielding certain classified material. 

The secrecy was so great that at a deposition Mr. Montgomery gave in November, two government officials showed up to monitor the 
questioning but refused to give their full names or the agencies they worked for. 

Years of legal wrangling did not deter Mr. Montgomery from passing supposed intelligence to the government, according to intelligence 
officials, including an assertion in 2006 that his software was able to identify some of the men suspected of trying to plant liquid bombs 
on planes in Britain — a claim immediately disputed by United States intelligence officials. And he soon found a new backer: Edra 
Blixseth, a onetime billionaire who with her former husband had run the Yellowstone Club in Montana. 

Hoping to win more government money, Ms. Blixseth turned to some influential friends, like Jack Kemp, the former New York 
congressman and Republican vice-presidential nominee, and Conrad Burns, then a Republican senator from Montana. They became 
minority stakeholders in the venture, called Blxware. 

New Pitches

In an interview, Mr. Burns recalled how impressed he was by a video presentation that Mr. Montgomery gave to a cable company. “He 
talked a hell of a game,” the former senator said. 

Mr. Kemp, meanwhile, used his friendship with Vice President Dick Cheney to set up a meeting in 2006 at which Mr. Kemp, Mr. 
Montgomery and Ms. Blixseth met with a top Cheney adviser, Samantha Ravich, to talk about expanding the government’s use of the 
Blxware software, officials said. She was noncommittal. 

Mr. Flynn, who was still Mr. Montgomery’s lawyer, sent an angry letter to Mr. Cheney in May 2007. He accused the White House of 
abandoning a tool shown to “save lives.” (After a falling out with Mr. Montgomery, Mr. Flynn represents another party in one of the 
lawsuits.) 

But Mr. Montgomery’s company still had an ally at the Air Force, which in late 2008 began negotiating a $3 million contract with 
Blxware. 

In e-mails to Mr. Montgomery and other company officials, an Air Force contracting officer, Joseph Liberatore, described himself as 
one of the “believers,” despite skepticism from the C.I.A. and problems with the no-bid contract. 

If other agencies examined the deal, he said in a December 2008 e-mail, “we are all toast.” 

“Honestly I do not care about being fired,” Mr. Liberatore wrote, but he said he did care about “moving the effort forward — we are too 
close.” (The Air Force declined to make Mr. Liberatore available for comment.) 

The day after Mr. Obama’s inauguration, Mr. Liberatore wrote that government officials were thanking Mr. Montgomery’s company for 
its support. The Air Force appears to have used his technology to try to identify the Somalis it believed were plotting to disrupt the 
inauguration, but within days, intelligence officials publicly stated that the threat had never existed. In May 2009, the Air Force 
canceled the company’s contract because it had failed to meet its expectations. 

Mr. Montgomery is not saying much these days. At his deposition in November, when he was asked if his software was a “complete 
fraud,” he answered, “I’m going to assert my right under the Fifth Amendment.” 

Barclay Walsh contributed research.
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United States District Court, W.D. Washington

OBAYASHI CORPORATION, Plaintiff, v. CHARTIS SPECIALTY INSURANCE COMPANY, Defendant.

C11-962 TSZ.
August 3, 2012.

ORDER

Thomas S. Zilly, District Judge

THIS MATTER comes before the Court on Plaintiff's Motion for Sanctions, docket no. 35. The Court has reviewed the
motion, opposition, and reply, and all pleadings relating to the motion, and now enters the following Order.

I. Background

Plaintiff filed this action on June 9, 2011, docket no. 1, seeking a declaratory judgment relating to insurance coverage
under a Primary Commercial General Liability Insurance Policy and an Excess Liability Policy (the "AISLIC Policies")
issued by defendant Chartis Specialty Insurance Company ("Chartis") to Central Puget Sound Regional Transit
Authority ("Sound Transit") and the Obayashi Corporation ("Obayashi"), a general contractor. Obayashi was hired to
excavate tunnels through Beacon Hill in Seattle to accommodate the light rail system and to construct the Beacon Hill
Station. The complaint also alleges breach of contract, bad faith, and violation of both the Washington Consumer
Protection Act and the Washington Insurance Fair Conduct Act. On September 27, 2011, defendant filed its answer to
the complaint, docket no. 11, including 50 separate affirmative defenses. On April 5, 2012, defendant filed its First
Amended Answer, docket no. 28, withdrawing affirmative defenses 19 and 27 and renumbering all the remaining
affirmative defenses. There are now 48 affirmative defenses pleaded by defendant. The 48 affirmative defenses can
be categorized as (1) affirmative defenses relating to damages or causation, or that are merely boilerplate affirmative
defenses, (2) coverage-related affirmative defenses, and (3) legal challenges to the complaint.

On February 8, 2012, plaintiff Obayashi filed notice for a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of defendant's corporate designee
on various topics. Topic 14 stated that Obayashi would seek testimony regarding "all facts and the identity of
witnesses supporting the assertion of affirmative defenses stated in Chartis's responsive pleadings." See docket no.
20-4 at 80. A dispute arose over the location of the deposition, the amount of time for taking the deposition, and
whether defendant would produce a 30(b)(6) witness relating to Topic 14. The defendant took the position that no
witness would be produced regarding Topic 14. In substance, defendant argued that it was impermissible to ask the
witness about facts supporting the affirmative defenses and that this information should be obtained through written
interrogatories. See Crisera Decl., docket no. 30, Ex. B (letter dated April 18, 2012). As a result, on April 19, 2012,
plaintiff filed its Motion to Compel, docket no. 30, which asked the Court to compel discovery by deposition of the
factual bases for Chartis Specialty's affirmative defenses. On March 2, 2012, defendant filed its opposition, docket no.
31, and argued that the motion to compel a FRCP Rule [*2] 30(b)(6) designee to answer deposition questions,
regarding facts supporting affirmative defenses, should be denied "because such questions are impermissible legal
conclusions." See opposition, docket no. 31, at 5. Defendant also contended in the alternative, that plaintiff's initial
disclosures were incomplete and defendant's 30(b)(6) witness would "not yet have sufficient information ... to allow the
Fed.R.Civ.P. 30(b)(6) designee to testify as to facts supporting particular affirmative defenses." Opposition, docket no.
31 at 7.

On May 8, 2012, the Court entered a Minute Order, docket no. 34, providing, in part, that "the motion to allow inquiry
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into the factual basis for defendant's affirmative defenses is granted." Thereafter, on May 10, 2012, the defendant's
30(b)(6) witness, Ms. Pappalardo, was produced and testified in Boston about Topics 1-13 of the Notice, but Chartis
refused during the deposition to allow the witness to answer questions about the factual basis for Chartis's affirmative
defense:

[COUNSEL FOR CHARTIS]: I told you that she was not going to be testifying on Category 14.... I'm going to instruct
her not to answer....

See Tr. at 223:20-25, Ex. A to Harper Decl.

II. Analysis

Chartis purposefully violated this Court's May 8, 2012, Order, docket no. 34, based on the arguments already rejected
by the Court in issuing said Order. Fed.R.Civ.P. 37(b)(2) authorizes courts to sanction a party who "fails to obey an
order to provide or permit discovery" and allows sanctions including striking defenses in whole or in part. Fed.R.Civ.P.
37(b)(2)(iii). In the Ninth Circuit, dismissal, striking pleadings, default judgment, and similar dispositive sanctions are
appropriate only in "extreme circumstances" and where the violation is "due to willfulness, bad faith, or fault of the
party." Fair Housing of Marin v. Combs, 285 F.3d 899, 905 (9th Cir. 2002). In contrast, monetary sanctions are
required unless the failure to obey "was substantially justified or other circumstances make an award of expenses
unjust." Fed.R.Civ.P. 37(b)(2)(C).

In this case, defendant answered the complaint on September 27, 2011, and originally raised 50 affirmative defenses.
This pleading, subject to Rule 11, necessarily included defendant's certification, "after an inquiry reasonable under the
circumstances" that the defenses were warranted, and that any factual contention had "evidentiary support." See
Fed.R.Civ.P. 11(b)(3).

Any factual basis for the coverage-related defenses were or should have been generally known to Chartis at the time
it filed its Answer. Insurance companies are in the business of analyzing the facts surrounding a claim and providing
the insured with the basis for any policy dispute. Chartis cannot be heard to argue it was burdensome to require the
30(b)(6) witness to answer questions relating to the factual basis for its numerous coverage-related affirmative
defenses. Chartis had sufficient time and an affirmative duty to prepare its witness to testify about all topics in the
notice for deposition. See U.S. Equal Emp't Opportunity Comm'n v. Caesars Entm't, Inc., 237 F.R.D. 428, 435 (D. Nev.
2006).

Defendant argues this Court's Order of May 8 did not state testimony [*3] regarding Topic 14 had to be provided
on May 10. Opposition, docket no. 37 at 5. The very substance of the motion to compel and the Court's Order
related to whether or not plaintiff could inquire about the factual basis of defendant's affirmative defenses that had
been raised in defendant's answer filed more than 7 months before the deposition and 3 months after the first
notice of deposition. The Court's Order granted the motion and allowed the inquiry. Defendant chose to
intentionally prevent the authorized discovery at the May 10, 2012, deposition.[fn1]

This case is now set for trial on April 8, 2013. The discovery deadline is November 13, 2012. The Court must
determine whether sanctions are appropriate. The Court has considered striking each of the affirmative defenses
pleaded by defendant. The Court concludes, however, that less drastic sanctions are appropriate in this case. The
public interest favoring disposition of cases on the merits and the availability of less drastic sanctions counsel in favor
of monetary sanctions. See Hyde & Drath v. Baker, 24 F.3d 1162, 1167 (9th Cir. 1994).

Therefore IT IS ORDERED as follows:

(1) Chartis and its attorneys are deemed in contempt of this Court's Order of May 8, 2012, docket no. 34. The Court
will impose monetary sanctions against defendant Chartis Specialty Insurance Company and its counsel, Herold &
Sager, as set forth in paragraphs 2 and 4, which shall be payable to plaintiff.
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(2) Defendant shall produce a Rule 30(b)(6) witness for a video deposition within 30 days of this Order for purposes of
allowing plaintiff to examine the witness relating to the factual basis for all affirmative defenses. The deposition will
take place in Seattle unless the witness is unable to travel to Seattle for health reasons. In the event the witness
tendered by defendant is unable to travel to Seattle, the Court will assess against defendant the costs of travel to
Boston for plaintiff's counsel, including airfare, car rental or other transit, lodging, and meal expenses. The Court also
orders that defendant pay reasonable attorney's fees in connection with any travel time and all reasonable attorney's
fees incurred in the taking of the deposition. The deposition may take up to 10 hours, but not more than 7 hours per
day.

(3) The Court advises defendant that the Court will dismiss all affirmative defenses unless a Rule 30(b)(6) deposition
is taken without interruption, except for objections as to privilege or work product, within the next 30 days. Defendant's
counsel is cautioned not to make objections or statements such as "outside the scope," "vague and ambiguous,"
"argumentative," "lacks foundation," "or assumes facts not in evidence," and not to instruct the witness not to answer.

(4) Pursuant to Rule 37(b)(2)(C), the Court awards reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, in connection with
plaintiff's filing of the motion for sanctions in this case, in an amount to be determined by the Court. Plaintiff may file its
application for attorney's fees and costs within 30 days after concluding the Rule 30(b)(6) deposition required herein,
or within [*4] 30 days of this Order, whichever occurs later, and shall note such application for the third Friday after
filing. Any response and any reply shall be filed in accordance with Local Rule CR 7(d).

[fn1] The parties had previously disputed the location of the deposition and the Court allowed defendant to produce
the witness in Boston because of health-based travel restrictions of the witness. Plaintiff's counsel traveled to Boston
and was willing to remain in Boston to continue the deposition pursuant to the Court's Minute Order limiting time on
the first day to 7 hours.
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“Go tell a Republican,” 
Rep. Frank says to 
complaints that 

Congress has failed to curb 
foreclosures
By Julie Vorman July 1, 2011

Desperate homeowners beware: Getting help from the federal government to 
lower your monthly mortgage bill may actually force you into foreclosure.

That warning comes from Neil Barofsky, the government watchdog 
monitoring the Treasury Department’s loan modification program. The 
problem, he says, is that borrowers struggling to pay the mortgage are first 
put into a trial version of the Home Affordable Modification Program (HAMP) 
that often only makes their situation worse.

“This program has hurt people,” said Barofsky, the inspector general of the 
Troubled Asset Relief Program which bailed out the banks and was also 
supposed to help homeowners facing foreclosure. “It’s heartbreaking.”

The trial program cuts the monthly mortgage bill temporarily while a 
borrower’s application for a permanent loan modification is processed. But 
most borrowers are rejected for the permanent program.

While 1.4 million have gone through the trial, only 550,000 have had their 
modifications made permanent. The other 900,000 borrowers suddenly got 
whopping bills to repay the trial reduction in their mortgage payment, often 
for thousands of dollars.

Barofsky said the Treasury Department even allows loan companies 
retroactively to charge late fees for each month of the trial.

Little Incentive for Loan Servicers

While borrowers are caught in a terrible bind, loan servicers profit from the 
borrower’s misery, because they take all their fees off the top of a foreclosure. 
So there’s not much incentive for them to get borrowers into a permanent 
modification, Barofsky told the Center for Public Integrity in an interview 
earlier this week.

In testimony before the House Oversight and Government Reform 
Committee yesterday, Barofsky called the program’s performance “abysmal.”

Tim Massad, the Treasury official who oversees the program, defended its 
performance, calling it a success because it had helped a half-million 
borrowers.

Treasury had initially expected more than 3 million borrowers to get 
permanent modifications but the latest projections are for no more than 
800,000 borrowers to get help. In the last three years, 8 million American 
homeowners were served with foreclosure notices.

Treasury Dept. anti-foreclosure program 
"abysmal," says watchdog
By David Heath email 5:28 pm, January 27, 2011 Updated: 12:19 pm, May 19, 2014
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“People are losing their homes,” said Rep. Edolphus Towns, a Democrat from 
New York. “I wish you could just come and spend just one day in my office 
and listen to people who are coming in and the stories they are telling.”

Applicants Don't Meet Criteria

Massad agreed that the performance of loan servicers has been “abysmal” but 
he said part of the reason so many borrowers are turned down is because they 
don’t meet the program’s eligibility requirements. In fact, only 1.5 million 
borrowers who applied meet the criteria, Massad told lawmakers.

“We don’t help people who have million-dollar mansions,” Massad said. “We 
don’t help people who have vacation homes.”

Barofsky, however, scoffed at the notion that the problem was too many 
million-dollar mansions, and blamed the Treasury Department’s reluctance 
to penalize loan servicers for forcing people into foreclosure. But Massad said 
the only penalty Treasury can impose is to withhold funds.

The Treasury Department has also been criticized for failing to disclose more 
specific loan-level data from mortgage servicers about which borrowers 
obtain HAMP modifications.The Dodd-Frank financial reform law requires 
loan servicers to disclose how they arrived at the decision to deny a loan 
modification.

And Fannie Mae, the loan financing giant, has also been accused of bungling 
its stewardship of the HAMP_program by mismanaging and wasting taxpayer 
funds, according to whistleblower allegations reported by the Center in 
August.

Meanwhile, Treasury has so far spent only $1 billion of the $50 billion 
allocated for helping homeowners.
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